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Retro Fit Platform Installation 

 

1. Remove existing platform top  
*Due to the pool environment you may need 
to spray the existing hardware with a spray 
lubricant (Inox, WD-40 etc.) 
 
 

 

 

2. Align new retro fit platform 
*Ensure new platform is central to base (side 
to side) 
*Using a straight edge, align edge of platform 
with the backstroke handle & pool wall. Check 
both sides of platform edge. 
 

 
 

3. Clamp platform to base 
*Use quickgrips or similar clamps 
*Double check alignment of platform and 
realign if necessary. 
 

 
 

4. Mark holes for hardware 
* Using a fine point permanent marker, from 
underneath mark the platform through the 
holes. 
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1. Drill holes in underside of platform 
*Remove platform from the base & place on a 
flat surface. 
*Center punch the holes in preparation for 
pilot hole. 
*Using a 5mm drill bit, drill pilot holes from 
bottom of the new platform. 
 

 
 

2. Drill holes in topside of platform 
*Using an 11mm drill bit, drill holes from the 
topside of the platform 
*Using a countersink bit, counter sink the 
platform of the block to receive the bolts.  
 
 
 

 
 

3. Position new platform onto base 
*Place platform onto base & insert 
countersunk bolts through the holes. 
*Apply antisieze to bolt threads. (if spray 
lubricant was needed to remove old 
hardware, this can be used as an antiseize). 
 
 

 
 

4. Attach new platform to base 
*Apply antisieze to bolt threads. (if spray 
lubricant was needed to remove old 
hardware, this can be used as an antiseize). 
*Ensure edge of top is aligned with backstroke 
handle & wall and secure with the washers 
and nuts provided. 

 

 
 

5. Attach Track start to platform 
*Using a 6mm allen key, screw in the front 
bolt on one side of the trackstart.  
*Insert bolt that is screwed in into the slide 
slot in the trackstart guide. 
*Fit other side of trackstart over block top, 
align front bolt with slide slot and screw in 
bolt. 
 

 
 

The new Retrofit platform is now ready for use: 
 

 
 

 


